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Heighten consciousness!
Rise to the level of your God Presence!
Know the Lord as the infinite will of God!
Internalize that will:
in the mind, in the third eye—in the heart, the soul!
Let light abound! Raise consciousness!
Blessed ones, the manipulation of the minds of this people of this planet is almost universal. The only
ones who are exempt are those on a spiritual path who do invoke the Light through their allegiance to
this or that manifestation of the Godhead. Those who keep a spiritual flame within them in true
devotion are sealed in a spiritual fire that does actually, because we have seen to it, coat the central
nervous system and the brain that they might remain the independent and creative thinkers. This is done
by merit, beloved, not by dispensation, and that merit is established through the science of mantra.
Well it is, then, to recite simply the mantras, the bija syllables of the Dhyani Buddhas, of the feminine
deities, to use your bhajans. All of these devotions [offered by the devotee] by the science of the Word,
no matter what the religion, are honored according to the love of the heart. For the love of the heart is
the magnet that draws down not only the Light of the Principle of the Godhead but also the very
Presence of that Master [or masterful Being who may be the object of devotion]. Vol. 31 No. 73 - The
Beloved Great Divine Director - October 30, 1988
I promise you, then, in [your] giving of my rosary daily, raising up the Mother Light thereby and with
these bija mantras given, that I have by your leave an entrée into your world as one representative of the
Divine Mother.
When you are sealed in the Mother’s light invoked by you and multiplied also by myself you will also
have a state of listening grace where[in] you may hear the voice of the Son of God, your own Christ
Self, and in hearing and heeding that voice live forevermore in the Light and finish your round as a
champion of Life on earth and one who by absorption of the Fifth Ray of our bands and of Hilarion
may also be the instrument of the healing of nations, the healing of bodies, the holding of a flame of
wholeness. Vol. 31 No. 27 - Beloved Mother Mary - June 15, 1988
Thus, beloved, it is well to give the bija mantras to the Divine Mother. These are important, for they are
life-quickening.
The Mother Flame is for the “watering” of all of the chakras and the cleansing of the soul. And as the
fire of the Mother does rise on the spinal altar, you ultimately experience communion with her in the
secret chamber of the heart, where your Mother energies and your Father energies reunite. It is then that
you sense your wholeness, your completeness, and the balance of your yin/yang energies. No longer are
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you incomplete, no longer do you crave this or that, for you have entered into the internalization of the
white fire of God. This is possible unto you.
Let the bija mantras to the Divine Mother become a permanent part of your Friday-night ascension
service. For not only is the ascension service an opportunity for you to clear the discarnates from the
planet but it is also an opportunity for you to increase the rings of the white fire body around your four
lower bodies and chakras. So visualize yourself in these rings, for we desire to see you put on greater
and greater light from the very heart of Luxor in preparation for your ultimate victory. Vol. 38 No. 26 Beloved El Morya - June 18, 1995
So understand, beloved, that if you allow these discarnates to follow you through the circle of the year,
the very same ones will still be there. That is why we have our Friday night services. This is why we
must do bija mantras to the feminine deities and other types of mantras that are on the fourth ray. It is
because, beloved, the planet is so overloaded with the human consciousness and the layers and layers of
it that people simply do not know how to bore a hole and peek their heads through that hole of the astral
plane and finally see the Great Central Sun and the sun of the day that gives light to the earth. Vol. 44
No. 47 - Beloved Sanat Kumara - November 25, 2001
And therefore, on the very same day that this is released you have released to you this science of
pranayama. See, then, beloved, how the Divine Mother grows in you and how, when you give the bija
mantras this evening, you will feel a new enhancement of that process. All things come together. Vol.
48 No. 6 - Beloved Djwal Kul - February 6, 2005
Her sacred “seed syllable,” or bija, is Aim. A bija mantra encapsules the essence of a Cosmic Being, of
a principle or a chakra. Sarasvati’s mantra is Om Aim Sarasvatye Namaha.Lakshmi’s seed syllable, or
bija, is Srim. Her mantra is Om Srim Lakshmye Namaha Vol. 35 No. 38 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet September 20, 1992 May you understand how mantras capture universal forces that come from God,
that cycle into being by mantra, by chakra, by sound–that sound that does draw forth from the highest
octave a response of angels and bodhisattvas gathering, waiting, that you might seek acquaintance with
them and know your true path. Unless you return to the exercise of the science of the spoken Word,
which kept you in such attunement with God for thousands of years at a time, unless you will remember
the call and know that prayer is not enough, that the science of mantra and of decrees and of the Word
itself must be your daily offering, you will surely lose your opportunity for the victory in this life. Vol.
34 No. 24 - Beloved Gautama Buddha - June 16, 1991Let it be known, then, that the sound of
symphony is in your heart, that the sound of divine music is in your being, beloved. And when you
sound the AUM you activate it. And when you use the bija mantras for the raising of the light of the
chakras, you are bringing forth gently and ever so gently the reawakening of the soul to that inner
oneness with Elohim. And as the awakening comes so quickly, it is an awakening to initiation. Vol. 29
No. 66 - Cyclopea - November 25, 1986
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Now then, it is well for you to take the bija mantras [for meditation on the Divine Mother and the
intoning of the keys that unlock her power in your chakras. It is well] for you to offer the bhajans to the
[Divine] Mother, to enter into that high state of oneness and attunement in her bliss and to experience
the consequence of the gentle rising of the sacred fire on the spinal altar for the nourishing of your
chakras, for the regeneration and rejuvenation of your bodies. Therefore we are gratified that you have
found the means to detoxify your bodies with another system and another method that can greatly
enhance your progress. Vol. 33 No. 40 - Beloved Lady Master Venus - October 14, 1990

So, beloved, I give you this thought, [and thoughtform,] that you might tend to it as you are able but not
let it become a preoccupying situation in your minds.
Listen in this moment of silence with the inner ear. [5-second pause] I am extending your hearing
beyond earth. Listen with your inner ear. [21-second pause]
As you send forth the extension of the inner ear to contact the sounds of a universe and beyond, notice
how you define the known area of the occupation of your mind by the hearing of the inner ear. Where
your hearing stops, your sense of space and time also stops. [5-second pause] Thus, visualize the stars
and the galaxies and your hearing expanding to the extent of the Milky Way. [5-second pause]
Notice how you transcend the lesser mind and you begin to occupy time and space through the
universal Mind of God that is in your Holy Christ Self. In reaching for extended hearing, you have also
reached for the extended Mind of God. When you reach the outer limits of the mental body and yet
continue to occupy the mind and extend its occupation, you find yourself making the transition to the
Mind of God. You do not accomplish this through the brain or through the lower mental body but
through the sheer desire and the meditation upon the Christ Mind and the intense listening with the
inner ear.
If you will enter into this meditation before you retire, you will find that you can strengthen it and
extend the hearing power of the inner ear. You can listen to light rays. They have a sound. You can
listen to the turning of worlds and stars and suns and planets. They have more than a sound–they have a
symphony of sound. You may hear the roaring of the sea, the sea of light, the roaring of the waterfall of
light.
And this process will come to you with greater facility as you give the bija mantras to the feminine
deities and tune the chakras with the Sanskrit sounds and intonations. <7> The science of mantra will
bring you to the heart of mantra in the nucleus of every atom or heavenly body or the point of the seed
of Light within you.
Yes, beloved, ponder the mystery of life in the moments of quietude and meditation. This is a needed
soul nourishment and balance to the daily battle of challenging the forces of Antichrist in the earth.
These do assail your Messenger, your families, yourselves, your path and your attainment. Vol. 34 No.
65 - Beloved Omri-Tas - December 15, 1991
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